
Rules to THE GOLDEN AGE 
 

SET UP  (2 player - Red & Blue; 3 player - Red, Blue, & Yellow; 4 player - All colors) 
Each player takes 4 ships (2-#2, 2-#3), 3 cannon, 4 crew, 4 coin, and 2 barrels 
All items will be stacked under ships. See the stacking limitations below. 
Place 3 ships on the color’s start location spaces and one ship on the color’s base.  
No coins may be placed under the ships that start on the bases. 

 

ITEMS / STACKING 
Items are carried on ships by placing them under the ship token. A Ship can only stack three items. Coins do 
not count towards the stacking limit. 
 

GOLD  - Used to track victory points SUPPLY - 1 Supply token may be  
 discarded to remove 1 damage token at the end of  

 a conflict. 
SHIP 2 -  may move 2 spaces and take SHIPWRECK -Indicates damage to a ship. 
two damage before sinking. 
SHIP 3 - may move 3 spaces and take  

                             three damage before sinking. 
 

MOVEMENT 
Each player takes a turn moving one of their ships. Ships may not end their turn on another ship, but they may 
move through another ship’s space. 
 

COMBAT 
When sailing next to an opposing ship you may attack. Both players reveal all of the tokens under the ship 
token. 
Cannon: Add 1 damage token to a ship. 
Crew: Destroys Crew or Plunders Barrel or Coin 
 

Players will take turns performing one attack until every item has been used. The attacking player goes first. 
 

Example 1: The Yellow ship attacks the Blue ship. Yellow fires it cannon 
A damage token is added to the blue ship. The player controlling the Blue Ship must 
remove either a crew or a cannon to make room on the ship (the coin does not take up 
space.) 
The Blue ship removes a crew token and adds a damage token. 
The Blue player decides to use the crew to destroy the Yellow 
Player’s crew. The Yellow player is now out of actions. 
The Blue player then fires cannon and a damage token is placed on the Yellow ship (no 
tokens are removed since there is space for the damage) 
 

SUNKEN SHIPS 
If a ship with the number 2 on it receives two damage tokens it is considered to have  
been sunk and it along with all items on board are removed from the game. 
 

TRADING ITEMS 
Two ships that end their turn next to each other may freely rearrange items between them. 
 

OBJECTIVE  
The first player to 1 gold to your target port wins. To deliver the gold successfully the ship with the gold must 
end their turn on the target port’s space. 


